The image contains a table and textual content that seems to be related to stock market data and statistics. The table includes columns for various financial metrics such as listed shares, market cap, total company shares, preferred shares, total market cap, traded value, and closing price. Some of the entries include:

- Stock companies listed include SOLIDERE A, SOLIDERE B, BQ.EUROPEENNE PR.M.O, BYBLOS BANK, BANQUE AUDI, BLOM BANK, BANQUE AUDI GDR, BLOM BANK GDR, BANQUE AUDI PREFERRED "I", BANQUE AUDI PREFERRED "II", BANK OF BEIRUT PREFERRED SHARES "K", BANK OF BEIRUT PREFERRED SHARES "H", BANK OF BEIRUT PREFERRED SHARES "G", and BANK OF BEIRUT PREFERRED SHARES "F".

- The table also lists values such as 100.00, 641.00, 512.70, 453.33, 0.75, 2.50, 18.82, 18.82, 6.42, 187.50, etc.

- The table also contains financial figures representing market capitalization, trading value, and closing prices.

- The Discretion text at the bottom of the image mentions the Capital Markets Authority (CMA) publishing reports for general information purposes only and that under no circumstances the CMA will accept any responsibility or liability in connection with the use of the information provided in these reports or on this website.

- The image also mentions contact information for research inquiries.